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Abstract—Petascale supercomputers are already pushing power boundaries that can be supplied or dissipated cost-effectively;

greater challenges await us in the era of exascale machines. We are thus motivated to study methods of reducing the energy cost of

arithmetic operations, which can be substantial in numerically intensive applications. Additionally, being both a widely-used operation in

itself and an important building block for synthesizing other arithmetic operations, has received much attention in this regard. Circuit

and energy costs of fast adders are dominated by their fast carry networks. The availability of simple and energy-efficient majority

function in certain emerging nanotechnologies (such as quantum-dot cellular automata, single-electron tunneling, tunneling phase

logic, magnetic tunnel junction, nanoscale bar magnets, and memristors) has motivated our work to reformulate the carry recurrence in

terms of fully-utilized majority elements, with all three inputs usefully employed. We compare our novel designs and resulting circuits to

prior proposals based on 3-input majority elements in quantum-dot cellular automata, demonstrating advantages in both speed and

circuit complexity. We also show that the performance and cost advantages carry over to at least one other emerging, energy-efficient

technology, single-electron tunneling, raising hopes for achieving similar benefits with other technologies, which we review very briefly.

Index Terms—High-speed arithmetic, performance analysis and design aids, cellular arrays and automata, algorithms implemented

in hardware, logic design styles, low-power design

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

ONE of the key challenges of exascale computing is reign-
ing in energy requirements of millions of nodes, both

within the nodes and in internode communication. A second
major challenge is dealing with the very real possibility that
some components in the extremely complex systemwill mal-
function, with the effects spreading and infecting the entire
system. In this paper, we focus on the intranode energy con-
sumption implied by high-speed computer arithmetic.

1.1 Sustainability and Energy Efficiency

According to generalized Amdahl’s law, improvements in
performance, energy consumption, or any other architec-
tural attribute of a computer system will be limited if not
applied across the board to all important subsystems and/
or functions. Therefore, even though the contribution of

arithmetic circuitry to energy consumption in modern
supercomputers is estimated to be only 10-15 percent, given
the rates at which energy efficiency of various subsystems,
such as memory and communication (both inter-processor
and inter-system) are improving, it won’t be long before the
arithmetic units are the main consumers of energy, if noth-
ing is done to improve those as well.

It is well-known that faster circuits tend to consume more
energy and that it could be advantageous to use a larger
number of lower-performance circuits, operating in parallel,
to reduce energy requirements. This is an attractive method
when the application has a great deal of parallelism that
can be exploited without undue overhead in scheduling,
load-balancing, and communication. Reducing the energy
requirements at the circuit or technology level is attractive,
whether or not we use the aforementioned massive paralle-
lization strategy.

Another approach to reducing energy requirements is to
sacrifice precision, a technique that is the focus of the rapidly
expanding field of approximate computing [1]. However,
this trade-off is possible only when the computations per-
formed are error-resilient (e.g., when convergence occurs,
regardless of the error, if the latter is within a reasonable
range). We explore the alternative of moving to completely
new implementation technologies that are energy-efficient
by nature.

Thus far, energy-efficiency has been the main attribute of
concern when discussing sustainability. The parts and
material from which computing devices are built and their
proper handling at the end of their useful life is another
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aspect that has received less attention. Interestingly, the
type of atomic-level computation envisaged by the new
technologies discussed in this paper, and their biological
brethren, are expected to contribute to this aspect of sustain-
ability, although here we focus on their energy efficiency.

1.2 The Quest for Faster Addition

Speeding up the addition operation and the attendant carry
computation was among early challenges faced by design-
ers of electronic computers [2]. Mechanisms for carry antici-
pation were entertained even in the era of mechanical
computing. For example, Charles Babbage fiddled with the
idea of reducing the propagation penalty of ripple-carry
addition [3]. The notion of carry-lookahead addition, whose
modern inception dates back to five decades ago [4], is still
being refined, both theoretically and practically. Theoretical
refinements consist of new parallel-prefix formulations.
Practical improvements consist of extension and fine-tuning
for use with emerging technologies, as well as to accommo-
date newer optimization criteria, of which VLSI layout area
and energy efficiency are most notable.

Two-way and multi-way combining of carry-generation
and carry-propagation signals for blocks of input operands
give rise to numerous circuit designs and implementation
alternatives for carry generation networks (CGN). Two-way
combining leads to the least complex carry operator block,
but uses both more of such blocks and a larger number of
levels in the carry network’s critical delay path. According
to an interesting taxonomy for parallel-prefix CGNs [5],
alternative designs for a k-bit adder entail choices of values
for circuit and layout parameters f , t, and l, where gate fan-
out is 2f þ 1, number of wire tracks is 2t, and number of cir-
cuit-block levels is dlog ke þ l. Designs within this taxon-
omy, which use AND and OR gates in implementing the
carry operator, offer tradeoffs in area, speed, and power.

1.3 Adaptation to Technological Changes

While the theory of fast addition is well-established, changes
in technology necessitate a reassessment of strategies for
carry network implementation from time to time, even
though the logical functions to be realized remain the same.

Use of multiplexers and other types of building block [6]
further expand the available options and make it possible to
take advantage of the capabilities and efficiencies offered by
new implementation technologies. In effect, each new tech-
nology brings with it more/less efficient realizations of cer-
tain building blocks, thus shifting the optimal design point.
Whereas naive per-gate mapping of an existing design to a
new technology may lead to improvements, it seldom
results in an optimal design.

One promising new technology, with broad computa-
tional potential as well as non-computational applications,
is quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) which necessitates
a fundamental reassessment of how we perform arithmetic
[7], [8]. Other technologies with properties and potential
similar to QCA also exist, with notable examples being
single-electron integrated circuits [9], computational use of
nanomagnets [10], molecular computing [11], [12], and
memristors [13]. QCA has been used in the design (manu-
ally or via design tools) of full-adder blocks and simple add-
ers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],

[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], but there is no indication
whether the resulting designs are optimal or just feasible
ones. In parallel, majority-gate-based design methodologies
have been studied for developing QCA circuits with up to 3
input variables (e.g., [21], [22]).

The aforementioned technologies, and a few others
reviewed briefly in Section 2, allow efficient realization of
majority gates, so a question of interest, addressed in this
paper, is whether it is possible to formulate the carry
computation directly in terms of majority logic, rather
than trivially translate existing designs by letting partially
utilized majority elements perform AND as Mð0; x; yÞ
and OR as Mð1; x; yÞ, where M denotes the 3-way major-
ity function.

Majority elements, as well as accompanying techniques
for synthesizing logic functions using such gates, have a
long history. An n-input majority gate is a special case of a
threshold circuit, with unit-weight inputs and threshold
value of dnþ1

2 e. During its 70-year history, threshold logic
has been revisited from time to time in connection with
emerging technologies [23]. Early interest revolved around
neural networks and neuronlike computational elements
[24]. Subsequent designs were realized in several technolo-
gies and entailed capacitance- and inductance-based solu-
tions, among others [25].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief sur-
vey of newM-based (majority-friendly) technologies is pro-
vided in Section 2. The previous relevant works are
discussed in Sections 3 (Na€ıve mapping) and 4 (QCA fast
adders). Section 5 elaborates on details of the new carry gen-
eration scheme, whose actual utilization in designing major-
ity based parallel prefix adders is offered in Section 6. QCA
realization of the proposed adders, their evaluations and
comparison with the relevant previous works are found in
Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Section 9 discusses the exten-
sion of proposed scheme to other technologies. Closing
remarks appear in Section 10.

2 NEW (MAJORITY-FRIENDLY) TECHNOLOGIES

FOR ATOMIC-SCALE COMPUTATION

The end of Moore’s-Law scaling of integrated circuits will
likely occur in the early 2020s [26] at a feature size of a few
nanometers, which is only a decimal order-of-magnitude
larger than the size of a silicon atom. Beyond this point, we
enter the realm of atomic-scale computation, where physical
effects such as quantum tunneling [27] should be accommo-
dated or even exploited to achieve fast, reproducible, and
reliable computation.

As noted in Section 1, majority function with equally
weighted inputs is a special case of threshold logic, which
allows arbitrary input weights and threshold value. CMOS
realization of a majority gate with three Boolean inputs a, b,
and c yields M ða; b; cÞ ¼ ðaþ bÞ cþ ab. Clearly, M ele-
ments can be realized in other technologies via direct
replacement of the AND and OR pairs in the expression
above with their equivalents in the target technology. How-
ever, M is more attractive in some new technologies, where
it can be realized far more efficiently.

The 3-input majority function can also be defined
by the arithmetic expression M ða; b; cÞ ¼ baþbþcþ1

3 c, and it
can be viewed as the median function. The median
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interpretation of the majority function allows us to use the
axiomatically defined median algebra [28] to prove new
results and derive various relationships.

2.1 Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA)

The basic QCA cell contains four electron place-holders or
“dots,” within which two injected electrons can assume the
slash or the backslash configuration (Fig. 1, from [19]). QCA
realization of the M gate is depicted in Fig. 2, and that of an
inverter in Fig. 3. In fact, these two gates constitute a com-
plete logic set, since both AND and OR functions can be
expressed in terms of majority gate. For example, direct
QCA realization of a 7-gate full adder (FA) entails the use of
7 partially utilized M gates, while, based on what we will
present later, the same functionality can be realized via 3
fully utilizedM gates and 2 inverters [29].

To capture the benefits of QCA realization of basic arith-
metic circuits over their CMOS counterparts, figures of
merit of the common CMOS FAs and the corresponding
QCA realization are compiled in Table 1, where the contents
have been obtained as explained below.

Regarding the delay evaluation, since QCA simulation
engines do not provide for the working frequency, we esti-
mated the frequency of a QCA FA, as realized in [19], as fol-
lows. The clock rate of QCA circuits, in general, is known to
be around 1-2 THz [30], provided that number of cells in
one zone is at most 18. On the other hand, operation of the
FA of [19] takes only one clock cycle, where number of QCA
cells in one clock zone is at most 16. Therefore, its frequency
is estimated to be 1THz, in the worst case, whose latency
(i.e., 1 ps) is far more than that of the typical 45 nm CMOS
realization (i.e., 50000 ps) [31].

As for the area consumption, that of the QCA FA is
0.046 mm2, while 94 mm2 (i.e., over X2000) is reported [31]
for the aforementioned CMOS technology.

Finally, power dissipation of the QCA FA of [19] that is
evaluated by the QCAPro (Temperature ¼ 2k, kink tunneling
energy levels ¼ 0:5k) [32] is less than 0.01 percent of the corre-
sponding CMOSmeasure.

2.2 Single-Electron Tunneling (SET)

The ultimates in compactness and energy efficiency are
offered by single-carrier electronics, which allows for con-
trolled transfer of individual electrons, using the single-
electron tunneling phenomenon. Using this technology for
computation requires a demonstration of feasible logic
gates, which has been done successfully for minority ele-
ments [9]. Fig. 4 shows the minority circuit along with an
inverter that is needed to make the set universal.

2.3 Other Technologies

Tunneling phase logic (TPL): In TPL, several capacitively cou-
pled inputs feed a load capacitance, which, under the right
conditions, can realize the 3-inputminority function [33], [34].

Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ): One of the new spin-
tronics technologies, MTJ is based on devices with two fer-
romagnetic thin-film layers, free (capable of changing
magnetization) and fixed (not easily changeable). The
resulting low or high resistance of the junction allows the
representation of a bit [35], [36]. Realization of Majority gate
in MTJ logic is reported in [35].

Nano-scale bar magnets (NBM): The use of NBMs as
computational elements [10] was pursued as a way of over-
coming some difficulties with QCA. Key benefits of comput-
ing with nanomagnets are their extreme energy efficiency
and latch-free pipelining, due to the built-in non-volatile
storage capability. However, this approach is no match for
silicon-based technologies in terms of computation speed.

Memristors: Memristors [13] and memristive devices are
basically resistors with varying resistance, which depends
on the history of the device. The three schemes currently
available for memristor-based majority logic realization are
programmable majority logic arrays (PMLAs) [37], charge-
sharing threshold gates (CSTGs) [38], and current-mirror
threshold gates (CMTGs) [38].

Fig. 1. Three QCA cell configurations.

Fig. 2. QCAM gate with two input sets.

Fig. 3. A robust QCA Inverter.

TABLE 1
Figures of Merits of an FA Realized in CMOS and QCA

FA Area (mm2Þ Delay (psÞ Power ðpWÞ
QCA 18 nm 0:046 1 0:4
CMOS 45 nm [31] 94 50000 113

Fig. 4. SETcircuits for Min (left) and inverter (right) [9].
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DNA: Biological embodiments of the majority function
[12] form a basis for neural computation in human and ani-
mal brains.

It appears that majority (or 2-out-of-3 agreement),
extending both OR (1-out-of-2) and AND (2-out-of-2) func-
tions of standard gates, is a capability that arises rather nat-
urally in many different domains, so we can expect
additional new technologies (biologically-based or other-
wise) to support its efficient realization.

3 NA€IVE MAPPING OF CGNS TO MAJORITY LOGIC

Given that a ^ b ¼ Mða; b; 0Þ and a _ b ¼ Mða; b; 1Þ, equiv-
alents of the basic AND and OR gates can be realized via
partially-utilized majority (PUM) gates, where one of the
inputs is either 0 (for AND) or 1 (for OR), as depicted by
Fig. 5(a). However, a fully-utilized majority (FUM) gate
refers to an M gate with no constant input, as is shown by
Fig. 5(b). For example, the 7-gate realization of a full adder
(FA) of Fig. 6(a) can be realized with 7 PUM gates, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). This na€ıve design has been significantly
improved by Wang et al. [29] to that of Fig. 6(c), which uses
only three FUM gates, and no PUMs.

Similar efforts for incorporating as many FUMs as possi-
ble in constructing majority-based parallel-prefix adders
has resulted in more efficient designs than a hypothetical
design based on na€ıve mapping (see Section 4), where the
AND and OR gates are directly replaced by PUMs. As an
example of the na€ıve design, we note that an 8-bit Ladner-
Fischer (LF) all-PUM parallel-prefix CGN would be com-
posed of 38 PUMs.

4 PRIOR WORK ON QCA FAST ADDITION

Full adders (FAs), as fundamental arithmetic cells, have
been the subject of extensive attention by researchers and
design engineers for optimized realization in CMOS and
recently in new emerging technologies. For example, a
breakthrough design of QCA full adders has been proposed
[29], where the FA cell is composed of only 3 majority gates
and 2 inverters (see Fig. 3).

Regarding mixed PUM/FUM realization of parallel pre-
fix CGNs, the first attempt known to us [16] incorporates 15
PUMs and 8 FUMs. The critical delay path (CDP) of this
design travels through 6 majority gates, twice as many lev-
els as that of the standard LF adder. A second work by the
same authors [17], shown in Fig. 7, provides a 5-level 8-bit
parallel prefix CGN with 16 PUMs and 13 FUMs. However,
the one level reduction of CDP at the cost of 62.5 percent
more FUMs (with no decrease in PUM count) is hard to jus-
tify. Sridharan et al [20] have subsequently offered a 16-bit
version of the same design, whose figures of merit will be
provided in Section 8 (see Tables 1 and 2).

In a recent development [39], a 2-bit carry generation
QCA circuit halves the carry propagation delay at the cost
of four additional majority elements. That is, two FUM and

Fig. 5. (a) An FUM and (b) two PUMs.

Fig. 7. Five-level 8-bit parallel CGN [17]; dashed M gates are partially-
utilized, shaded ones define the CDP.

TABLE 2
Delay (Clock Zone) and Cost (Majority Gate)

Adder nn Delay (CZ) PUM FUM Total M

New 8 5 0 16 16
Ref. [43] 8 6 0 20 20
Ref. [15]-LF 8 9 28 7 35
Ref. [17] 8 8 9 10 19
New 16 9 0 44 44
Ref. [43] 16 10 0 52 52
Ref. [15]-LF 16 15 75 23 98
[20]-hybrid 16 11 31 23 54Fig. 6. (a) Seven-gate full adder, (b) its na€ıve equivalent PUM circuit, and

(c) three-FUM full adder.
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two PUM gates, as depicted in Fig. 8. Besides adders,
designs for other arithmetic circuits, such as multipliers and
dividers, have been proposed for QCA technology [14],
[40], [41], [42]. We will not review such designs, as they
have no direct bearing on the work reported here.

5 A NEW DIRECT MAPPING OF CGNS TO

MAJORITY LOGIC

An all FUM parallel prefix CGN was offered in [43], whose
design was based on a special carry genenration scheme
that easily allows for all-FUM realizations. For example, the
8-bit LF CGN therein contains 20 FUMs, and no PUMs at
all. The basis for the aformentioned carry generation is
reproduced here from [43], for ease of reference.

The standard and low-cost 2-bit FUM carry generation is
described by Eqn. (1), where there are two M gates along
the CDP. However, it can be made to travel through only
one M gate by using Eqn. (2) (reproduced from [39]), at the
cost of three more (i.e., 5 total)M gates.

ciþ2 ¼ M aiþ1; biþ1;M ai; bi; cið Þð Þ (1)

pi ¼ M ai; bi; 1ð Þ
gi ¼ M ai; bi; 0ð Þ

ciþ2 ¼ M M aiþ1; biþ1; pið Þ; M aiþ1; biþ1; gið Þ; cið Þ:
(2)

In the remainder of this section, we present a new com-
promise design, which achieves a (CDP, M-count) of (1, 3),
compared with (2, 2) and (1, 5) of the just-mentioned previ-
ously presented designs. We aim to define ciþ2 in terms of ci
via a single majority gate whose other two inputs depend
only on the main addition inputs aiþ1; biþ1; ai, and bi. Eqn.
(3) represents the desired expression, where Aiþ1:i and
Biþ1:i represent the contribution of input pairs ðaiþ1; aiÞ and
ðbiþ1; biÞ in carry generation. More formally, these radix-4-
like variables are expressed by Definition 1, which is vali-
dated by Theorem 1.

ciþ2 ¼ M Aiþ1:i; Biþ1:i; cið Þ (3)

Definition 1 (Radix-4-like carry generation operands).
Aiþ1:i ¼Mðaiþ1; biþ1; aiÞ and Biþ1:i ¼ Mðaiþ1; biþ1; biÞ:

Theorem 1 (Radix-4-like carry generation). ciþ2 ¼ M
ðAiþ1:i; Biþ1:i; ciÞ ¼ MðMðaiþ1; biþ1; aiÞ;Mðaiþ1; biþ1; biÞ; ciÞ:

Proof. The conventional expression of ciþ2 in terms of gen-
erate and propagate signals of the corresponding main
inputs and ci leads to the desired result, after some
manipulation, as follows.

ciþ2 ¼ giþ1 þ gipiþ1 þ cipiþ1 pi

¼ giþ1 þ gipiþ1 þ giþ1piþ1pi þ cipiþ1pi þ giþ1 ci

¼ giþ1 þ piþ1aibi þ giþ1piþ1ai þ giþ1piþ1bi

þ ðgiþ1 þ piþ1piÞ ci
¼ ðgiþ1 þ piþ1aiÞ ðgiþ1 þ piþ1biÞ
þ ðgiþ1 þ piþ1ai þ giþ1 þ piþ1biÞ ci

¼ M ðgiþ1 þ piþ1ai; giþ1 þ piþ1bi; ciÞ
¼ M ðMðaiþ1; biþ1; aiÞ;Mðaiþ1; biþ1; biÞ; ciÞ
¼ MðAiþ1:i; Biþ1:i; ciÞ

tu
The majority-based radix-4-like carry generation scheme

above can be further extended to higher radices, as
described and proven in the definitions, lemma, and theo-
rems that follow. The Aj�1:i and Bj�1:i of Definition 2 repre-
sent the carry generation operands for expressing cj ¼
MðAj�1:i; Bj�1:i; ciÞ in terms of ci, and the corresponding
majority group generate and propagate signals are
expressed as in Definition 3.

Definition 2 (Higher-radix-like carry generation oper-
ands). Aj:i ¼ Mðaj; bj; Aj�1:iÞ and Bj:i ¼ Mðaj; bj; Bj�1:iÞ,
where we postulate that Ai:i ¼ ai and Bi:i ¼ bi . Definition 1
represents a special case for j ¼ iþ 1.

Similar to the group generate (Gj:i) and propagate (Pj:i)
signals of the conventional parallel prefix CGN, we can
define the corresponding majority-group generate (Gj:i) and
propagate (Pj:i) signals. Such designation is supported by
the recurrences in Lemma 1 that are exactly the same as those
of conventional group generate and propagate signals.

Definition 3 (M-group generate and propagate signals).
Gj:i ¼ Aj:i Bj:i, Pj:i ¼ Aj:i þBj:i:

Lemma 1. Gj:i ¼ gj þ pjGj�1:i; Pj:i ¼ gj þ pjPj�1:i for j > i.

Proof .

Gj:i ¼ Aj:i Bj:i ¼ M aj; bj; Aj�1:i

� �M aj; bj; Bj�1:i

� �

¼ gj þ pjAj�1:i

� �
gj þ pjBj�1:i

� � ¼ gj þ pjAj�1:i Bj�1:i

¼ gj þ pjGj�1:i:

Pj:i ¼ Aj:i þ Bj:i ¼ gj þ pjAj�1:i

� � þ gj þ pjBj�1:i

� �

¼ gj þ pj Aj�1:i þBj�1:i

� � ¼ gj þ pjPj�1:i:

tu
Theorem 2 (Radix-2j-like carries). ciþjþ1 ¼ MðAiþj:i;

Biþj:i; ciÞ
Proof . The proof is by induction on j.

Base (j ¼ 0): ciþ1 ¼ M ðai; bi; ciÞ ¼ MðAi:i; Bi:i; ciÞ.

Fig. 8. Two-bitM-based carry generation [39].
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Induction step: ciþj ¼ MðAiþj�1:i; Biþj�1:i; ciÞ.
ciþjþ1 ¼ giþj þ piþj ciþj

¼ giþj þ piþjM Aiþj�1:i; Biþj�1:i; ci
� �

¼ giþj þ piþj Aiþj�1:iBiþj�1:i þ Aiþj�1:i þBiþj�1:i

� �
ci

� �

¼ giþj þ piþjAiþj�1:iBiþj�1:i

� �

þ giþj þ piþj Aiþj�1:i þBiþj�1:i

� �
ci

� �
:

The proof can be completed from the latter by appro-
priate substitution, per Lemma 1:

ciþjþ1 ¼ Giþj:i þPiþj:i ci ¼ M Aiþj:i; Biþj:i; ci
� �

:
tu

For example, in radix 8, we have the digits aiþ2aiþ1ai and
biþ2biþ1bi, with ciþ3 expressed as in:

ciþ3 ¼ M Aiþ2:i; Biþ2:i; cið Þ
¼ M M aiþ2; biþ2; Aiþ1:ið Þ;M aiþ2; biþ2; Biþ1:ið Þ; cið Þ: (4)

Theorem 3 (Associativity of theM operation).

Akþj:i ¼ MðAkþj:j; Bkþj:j; Aj�1:iÞ and Bkþj:i ¼ MðAkþj:j;
Bkþj:j; Bj�1:iÞ:
Proof. We provide the proof only for Akþj:iAkþj:i, using

induction on k. The proof for Bkþj:i Bkþj:i is similar. tu
Base ðk ¼ 0Þ, is obvious by Definition 2.
Induction step: Ak�1þj:i ¼ MðAk�1þj:j; Bk�1þj:j; Aj�1:iÞ:
Next, we derive Akþj:i per Definition 2 and the induction

step, as follows.

Akþj:i ¼ M akþj; bkþj; Ak�1þj:i

� � ¼ gkþj þ pkþjAk�1þj:i

¼ gkþj þ pkþjM Ak�1þj:j; Bk�1þj:j; Aj�1:i

� �

¼ gkþj þ gkþjAj�1:i

þ pkþj Gk�1þj:j þPk�1þj:jAj�1:i

� �

¼ ðgkþj þ pkþjGk�jþj:jÞ þ ðgkþj þ pkþjPk�1þj:jAj�1:iÞ:

With proper replacements based on Lemma 1,we arrive at

Akþj:i ¼ Akþj:jBkþj:j þ Akþj:j þBkþj:j

� �
Aj�1:i

¼ M Akþj:j; Bkþj:j; Aj�1:i

� �
:

For example, Theorem 3 can be used for expressing ciþ4

in term of ci via 2-bit A and B variables, as in:

ciþ4 ¼ M Aiþ3:i; Biþ3:i; cið Þ
¼ M M Aiþ3:iþ2; Biþ3:iþ2; Aiþ1:ið Þ;M Aiþ3:iþ2; Biþ3:iþ2; Biþ1:ið Þ; cið Þ:

(5)

Note the ci-ciþj (j > 0) path goes through only one M
gate. Therefore, the 4 equations derived for ciþ1, ciþ2, ciþ3, and
ciþ4, can serve as basic equations for a carry-lookahead (CLA)

logic block [2] with blocking factor of 4, where the CDP
travels through 3M levels, while the total cost is 12M gates.

There are instances of twin majority functions with iden-
tical first parameters, and also identical second parameters.
See, for example, Definition 2, and Theorems 1 and 3. There-
fore, it seems useful to formally define this concept.

Definition 4 (Twin majority gate, TM). Let (Al, Bl) and
(Ar, Br) denote arbitrary pairs per Definition 2. The twin
majority function output, ðA; BÞ is defined as A ¼ MðAl;
Bl; ArÞ and B ¼ MðAl;Bl; BrÞ. The TM function is given the
symbolic representation depicted in Fig. 9.

To set up a 16-bit CGN, we can use four of the latter CLA
blocks, in parallel, to generate the required ðA;BÞ pairs
ðAiþ3:i; Biþ3:iÞ, ðAiþ7:iþ4; Biþ7:iþ4Þ, ðAiþ11:iþ8; Biþ11:iþ8Þ, and
ðAiþ15:iþ11; Biþ15:iþ11Þ, that can serve as inputs to another
block which generates, among others, ðAiþ7:i; Biþ7:iÞ,
ðAiþ11:i; Biþ11:iÞ, and ðAiþ15:i; Biþ15:iÞ pairs. The required car-
ries ciþ1 to ciþ16 can then be generated as ciþjþ1 ¼ MðAiþj:i;
Biþj:i; ciÞ, for 1 � j � 16.

6 ACTUAL MAJORITY-BASED CGNS

Parallel-prefix-likeM-based CGNs can be readily set up. For
example, majority realization of Kogge-Stone (KS)-like and
LF-like CGNs with cin are illustrated by Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively, which are borrowed from [43]. To show the
scalability of such designs, we provide a 16-bit KS-like CGN
in Fig. 12 (also borrowed from [43]), where it is easy to verify
that structure of the rightmost 8 positions (i.e., the gray
FUMs) is same as in the 8-bit architecture of Fig. 10. Note that
the output cout in the latter is available in the 4th level, that is,
one level later than the conventional 8-bit KS parallel prefix
adders with cin ¼ 0. This is not important however, since cout
is actually delivered at the same time as the most-significant
sum bit. Furthermore, it does not delay the carry bits of the
most significant 8-bit part of the 16-bit design of Fig. 12.

On the other hand, inclusion of cin in the LF-like architec-
ture of Fig. 11 (for fair comparison with the previous

Fig. 9. Notation for, and structure of, the TM gate.

Fig. 10. An 8-bit KS-like CGN with fully utilizedM gates [43].
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relevant works [16], [17]) has led to 1-level later delivery of
c5-c7 (i.e., at the same time as the cout). However, this causes
no problem for cout, as was explained above in the KS-like
case, but it does matter regarding the carry signals c5-c7,
which is not problematic for CGNs with more than 8 bits.
Nevertheless, no extra parallel prefix level exists in the

architecture of 3-level 8-bit LF-like design with cin ¼ 0,
where the gray M gate of Fig. 11 will be omitted. The 16-bit
version of Fig. 11 is given in Fig. 13, which contains two
slightly modified copies of the architecture of Fig. 11, with
the required extraM gates in the last level.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss briefly the
design of further-optimized M-based CGNs. Recalling the
LF-like design of Fig. 11, we note that a custom-designed
approach can further reduce the costs. This new parallel pre-
fix CGN is depicted by Fig. 14 for n ¼ 16, whose correspond-
ing FUMnetwork is illustrated in Fig. 15, bearing a total of 44
FUMs, with no additional level with respect to 16-bit version
(with 52 FUMs) of our previous design of Fig. 13. Further-
more, maximum fan-out is reduced from 8 to 6.

7 QCA REALIZATION

QCA layout of the LF-like adder of Fig. 11 (borrowed from
[43]) is illustrated in Fig. 16(a). Also, the layouts for 8-bit
and 16-bit versions of Fig. 15 are shown in Figs. 16(b) and
16(c), respectively. Dashed rectangles in the layouts repre-
sent twin majority gates, with TM counts of 6, 4, and 14 in
our previous and new 8-bit and 16-bit designs, respectively.
Furthermore, the critical delay paths are also highlighted as
heavy black lines towards the bottom of layouts, where the

Fig. 11. The 8-bit LF-like parallel CGN with cin [43].

Fig. 12. The 16-bit KS-like CGN with fully utilizedM gates.

Fig. 13. The 16-bit LF-like parallel CGN with cin.

Fig. 14. New 16-bit parallel prefix CGN with cin.

Fig. 15. The newM-based parallel CGN with cin.
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number of zones can be counted easily based on different
colors within the critical delay paths; i.e., 6, 5, and 9 for
Figs. 16(a), 16(b), and 16(c), respectively. Recalling our dis-
cussion on the working frequency (see the 2nd paragraph in
Section 3), and the maximum number of cells in one zone
being 16, the working frequency of the provided circuits is
at least 1 THz. Therefore, the aforementioned number of
zones correspond to 1.5, 1.25, and 2.25 ps, since each 4 zones
fit in one clock cycle.

The QCADesigner that has provided the latter layouts
has reported the corresponding area consumption, as
0:60 mm2, 0:51 mm2 and 2:02 mm2, respectively.

The actual functioning of the new adder is captured by
the sample 16-bit I/O pattern of Fig. 17 (also as another out-
put of the QCADesigner simulation), where 33 triple inputs
(i.e., a15-a0, b15-b0, and cin) are provided. The corresponding
outputs (i.e., c15-c0 and cout) are shown in subsequent rows.
Moreover, the clocking patterns for the four zones are illus-
trated in the bottom 4 rows. For example, the delivery of c1
signal at Zone 2, per the bottom right portion of Fig. 16(b),
can also be captured by the correspondence line between
the valid c1 for the first 16-bit input and the first hold phase
of Clock 2. Finally, the corresponding outputs for the

rightmost complementary main inputs and cin ¼ 1 (i.e.,
1010101010101010 þ 0101010101010101 þ 1) are distin-
guished via gray shading that read as 1111111111111111.

All the above measures have been obtained via the default
QCADesigner parameters. That is we used Coherence vector
simulation engines under Temperature ¼ 1K, Relaxation
time ¼ 1� 10�15 s, Time step ¼ 1� 10 �16 s, Total simulation
time ¼ 7 � 10�11 s, Radius of effect ¼ 80 nm, Relative
permittivity ¼ 12:9,Layer separation ¼ 11:5 nm.

8 EVALUATIONS AND COMPARISONS

We evaluate and compare the figures of merit for the best
previous majority-based parallel prefix CGN of [17] (see
Fig. 7), our previous relevant work in [43] (see Fig. 11), and
the new design just presented (see Fig. 15).

Table 2 contains the number of PUMs and FUMs that
compose all the new and selected previous 8-bit and 16-bit
adders. Regarding the 16-bit version of [17], no measures
were found there, nor a detailed figure was available that
could help in our evaluation. However, a later work by the
same authors [20] provides the required measures for the
corresponding 16-bit adder that is included in Table 2.

Fig. 16. QCA layouts of the adders of Fig. 11a, 8- and 16-bit versions of Figs. 15b and 15c.
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Delay figures are measured by the number of clock zones
(CZ) within the critical delay path of each design.

Further comparison, based on the QCADesigner outputs,
with the work of [17] is not possible, since the provided lay-
out therein is not complete. However, we could figure out the
number of M gates in the critical delay path of its 8-bit ver-
sion, which can be considered as an estimation of the delay.
The results are compiled in Table 3 for selected bit widths.

Another evaluation method for QCA circuits [44] calcu-
lates a composite figure of merit based on time delay (T),
number of majority gates (M), number of inverters (I), and

number of crossovers (C), according to Eqn. (6), where the
parameters p, k, and l signify the impact of T, M, and C
measures, respectively. Values of these parameters can be
adjusted depending on the overall design optimization
goal. Nevertheless, We use the default values p ¼ k ¼ l ¼ 2,
for the aforementioned impact parameters.

The k ¼ 2 choice is justified by the fact that M effects both
on the irreversible power and complexity. Likewise, since C
effects on fabrication issue and complexity, l ¼ 2 is
enforced. Finally considering the same weight for delay as
the other two parameters leads to p ¼ 2.

CostQCA ¼ Mk þ I þ Cl
� � � Tp: (6)

The corresponding cost functions of our previous work
[43] and the one presented here are plotted in Fig. 18 for 8-,
16-, 32-, 64-, and 128-bit operands. These plots demonstrate
the superiority of the present work in terms of the compos-
ite cost function. The actual measures are compiled in
Table 4, where the ratios clearly show the superiority of the
proposed designs such that 20-90 percent cost reduction is
evident. We derived the pertinent cost parameters for the

Fig. 17. Sample I/O for Fig. 16c.

TABLE 3
Number ofM Gates in the CDP

nn 8 16

New 4 5
Reference [43] 4 5
Reference [15] 5 6
Reference [17] 5 -
Reference [20] 6 8

TABLE 4
QCA-Specific Cost Function Results

size new ratio [43] ratio [20] ratio

8 6:7eþ 04 1.0 1:3eþ 05 1.9 2:7eþ 05 4.0
16 1:9eþ 06 1.0 3:1eþ 06 1.6 5:6eþ 06 2.9
32 5:6eþ 07 1.0 8:0eþ 07 1.4 - -
64 1:5eþ 09 1.0 1:9eþ 09 1.2 - -
128 3:1eþ 10 1.0 4:9eþ 10 1.5 - -

Fig. 18. QCA cost function for the new design and that of [43].
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new and old [43] designs via inspecting the counts of uti-
lized M gates and crossovers, where we considered two
crossovers per oneM gate (see Fig. 16).

As for the delay figures, our estimates are based on
the number of cascaded TMs. For example, in the layouts
of Fig. 16, length of the solid black critical delay path,
extending between the two sides toward the bottom of
the diagrams, is directly proportional to the number of
TMs along the path, that is, 5, at most 4, and 13 TMs for
Figs. 16(a), 16(b), and 16(c), respectively. Deriving similar
estimates is impossible for [15], [17], and 32-, 64- and 128-
bit hypothetical layouts of [20], due to lack of adequate
information.

Fig. 19. Twin Miniority gate illustration of the SETCGN.

Fig. 20. I/O Sample for the SET realization.
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9 EXTENDING OUR DESIGN METHODS

BEYOND QCA

Another new emerging technology of interest, for which the
required simulation tool (i.e., SIMON [45]) is readily avail-
able, is the single electron transistor (SET) paradigm. As was
mentioned in Section 2.1, the basic cell in this technology is
the minority and inverter functions. Therefore, we modified
the 8-bit CGN of Fig. 15 accordingly as in Fig. 19(a), where
the SET realizations of twin minority (b), minority (c), and
inverter (d) gates are also illustrated.

Furthermore, a complete SIMON version of the corre-
sponding SET CGN is provided in the Appendix, where the
two minority gates of each twin minority are shown sepa-
rately. We used the corresponding SIMON output file to
produce Fig. 20 via MATLAB, which illustrates an I/O sam-
ple with similar input as that of Fig. 17. Thus far, we have
not found any prior relevant work on the design and evalu-
ation of adders with the SET technology for comparison.

10 CONCLUSION

Our primary contribution in this paper is a formulation of the
carry recurrence directly in terms of majority gates in a way
that allows us to employ fully-utilized M-gates, as opposed
to partially-utilized ones. One construct that has allowed us
to achieve our speed and circuit efficiency goals is the TM-
gate parallel-prefix operator that possesses the important
associativity attribute, and thus lends itself to the synthesis
of parallel-prefix networks in a manner similar to those used
with today’smore conventional circuit technologies.

Our designs, practically demonstrated for QCA and SET
technologies, are applicable to several other emerging tech-
nologies (including TPL, MTJ, and NBM) that offer efficient
realization of majority gates.

Besides formally deriving the carry recurrence using
only fully utilized M gates, we demonstrated fast carry-
network designs in the form of LF-like and KS-like parallel-
prefix networks that exhibit the same attributes as the origi-
nal Ladner-Fischer and Kogge-Stone designs.

Given that prior fast-adder designs exist for QCA, we
focused on implementing our ideas in QCA technology to
facilitate comparisons. A key to greater efficiency in our
approach is the full use of M-gate inputs, in contrast to par-
tial use that results when emulating AND and OR gates. We
also showed that our ideas are applicable to SET technol-
ogy, providing additional evidence that it is the strength of
majority logic, rather than other particulars of QCA, that
leads to desired attributes.

This work constitutes a beginning in the efficient use of
new majority-friendly technologies for realizing fast arith-
metic circuits. Not all results derived with QCA and SET
will carry over directly to other technologies surveyed in
Section 2 and others that may emerge in future.

Layouts and some other circuit implementation details
will no doubt vary, creating a need for optimizations in
each case. However, unless serious unanticipated over-
heads arise in the course of implementation and optimiza-
tion, we expect that similar advantages will accrue in these
other cases as well. We plan to pursue improvements and
fine-tuning of our QCA and SET designs and to investigate
the extent to which the designs carry over to other technolo-
gies and implementation styles.

An intriguing possibility for future investigation is to
consider the incorporation of reliability features [46] using
triple-modular redundancy with voting, given that the
required voting element is essentially a singleM gate.
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